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Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob
Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and
the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in the Jesus Christ 2,000 years
ago [25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal
Revelation a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful exchange.

INTROSPECTION – SELF-EXAMINATION

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading-

In this edition:
* Was the Earth ever formed from the sun?
* The apostle history Acts 27 and 28.

* To be informed.
* Birth name
* Again the location of Nazareth and Capernaum.
* Washing hands.

https://www.refugiobetania.org/

Contacts and reactions.

Gerard

www.zelfbeschouwing.info

E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com

Was the Earth ever formed from the sun?
I received the following message from a Jakob Lorber reader:
In the text "the origin of the Earth" a small "mistake" has crept into one of the previous
bulletins and in the sentence: "According to Lorber, the Earth was taken from the Sun." –
This only as an indication.
According to Gifts of Heaven part 3 on page 288, the Earth is "a child from the Primordial
Sun".
[GH.03_64.04.08.03] See, all the other planets orbiting the Sun with their ancillary bodies
(Moons) are, apart from a single comet, children of this [our] Sun. But not this Earth with its
Moon. She is a child from the (central) primordial sun. [the star Regulus - formerly called the
king's star - in the constellation 'the big lion' - the center of our shellglobe] - and from the
super large interior of it she already became a rather compact body that with enormous
power was thrown into the wide shell-globe space, naturally for you many unthinkable earthly
years ago. The same planet could also rejoice about the same origin, which you know was
destroyed from within. [Mallona] - [A shell globe is an immeasurably constructed galaxy - the
current asteroids - the so-called asteroid belt - are still remnants of it.]
That is the reason why this Earth is so highly versatile. That in it, on it and above it all those
primordial substances can be found that albeit on the largest scale must only occur in the
primordial-central Sun. Because the primordial-central Sun is the nurturer and leader of the
countless many secondary central-Suns and the planetary Suns and their planets.
[GH.03_64.04.08.04] This Earth is therefore in primordial substances of existence, entirely
like the primordial central Sun, and therefore also perfectly suitable for the development of
human souls, who are called to become God's children.

Below, I have found [Gerard] - with regard to this theme, a suitable theme that fits nicely with
this unique subject.
GGJ8-72 describes in detail the development of the Earth, including the ancestors.
In Earth and Moon, chap. 53:18:
It is true, for example, that human beings existed before the earth was separated from its
Sun. But these human beings also have a different lifespan than the people of this Earth. For
if such a person on Urka is only ten Urka years old, then he is already older than this entire
Earth, from which it is very easy to understand that the firstborn of this celestial body, still
very well up to this moment (written in 1847) and others, who are born now, will live as long
as this Earth will exist. It is therefore not difficult to see that that time was long enough for all
angels beside Myself to go through the way of the flesh, so that they have long since My
children taken from the great abundance of their lives to be able to give life to the children
from other heavenly bodies.
But the history of the people on Saturn is more than a million years older than the history of
the people on your earthly body. [Saturn, chap. 33: 3]
Thank you for this designation! Gerard

===============================================================

The Apostle History Acts 27 & 28
Man does not have one hand, but two hands. You can easily count that on your fingers
because we have a total of 10 [five fingers at each hand]. And the number TEN will play a
central role in the entire Bible as well as in the entire Hebrew alphabet.
In the Bible, ten has the meaning of "remnant", while society indicates the meaning
"excellent," that of what "sticks out." How small, little and insignificant is such a small comma,



the Jod = , that is the only one of the entire Hebrew alphabet plays such an important role.
However, it carries the greatest primordial powers of all heavens and Earths.
The last two chapters of the book of Acts together with 27 and 28 have the value 55 with the
final value 10, and here is, for example: 1 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 = 55. Here too
we can link to twice five fingers, because a hand has five fingers and you can consider that
as one hand.
The Hebrew word for ten is HAND with the value 14 [J = 10 and D = 4]. In Amsterdam,
among the Jewish residents, and later in our Germanic language, the words "jatten" and
"joetje" [10 Gulden] were created. The ratio of the thumb [1 = 1 versus the 4 fingers] also
links here to the 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10.
Now I briefly go from Acts 28 [2 x 14!] to the previous chapter 27. Acts 27:27 refers to the
14th night. The Sailors on the ship lost their sense of direction on the 14th night and
believed that land was in sight around midnight. This 14th night would of course fit even

better in the next book Acts 28, because 2 x 14 also indicate two hands, while this theme is
the subject of this Bible book. The name "Joden" (Jews) came from this. [Jod and twice the
same word indicates a plural form: "Joden". (A Dutch word meaning Jews).
February is the only month that has only 28 days and the Bible book of Acts only 28
chapters. Here it is probably suspected that it may be a leap day.
Both chapters 27 and 28 relate to the number 14 and both volumes have exactly 365
numerals. The text in the history of the apostles in Hand. 27:27 [Act = action, deed, to do,
execute] philosophically states that the middle of the night has an "intersection." However, if
we go to the 14th Hebrew letter NUN, it also indicates the afternoon on the entire globe, and
exactly at 12.00 hrs in the afternoon just as the English Noontime.

The fact that there is a special interaction between light and dark becomes even clearer in
verses 27 and 28: "drifting back and forth" or "being lost". In Acts 14:14, the apostles tear
their clothing.
Number 28 as 14 + 14, while in chapter 27 + 28 the number 14 is discussed as [hidden]
division of time: The mentioned chapters are two 'shared' chapters, which in fact belong
together, because 27 + 28 = 55 and this can be classified as 5 + 5. We were looking at the
"middle" and were, with regard to this 14th night, to "count" on our ten fingers.
Also in the fourth book of Moses [= Numbers = book of numbers!] And precisely in the
fourteenth chapter, there is mention of the tearing of clothing. Two people are also
involved: Joshua, the son of NUN and Kaleb. {Note: NUN can be a reference to NOON here
and can be seen as the middle of the day; so the day splits in two!]

The CALENDAR, as we know it today, was already known in the Bible. In Genesis 1: 4
[thumb [finger 1] versus 4 fingers = hand, there is the SUN: "and God saw the LIGHT." In the
Hebrew text, it is written with the four letters YHWH. In Genesis 1:14 the "lights" are indicated
as signs of times, days, and years.
TWELVE HOURS IN THE AFTERNOON
Again the reminder of number 14, which has to do with our hands. This value is also
assigned to the Biblical David (D = 4 W = 6 D = 4 - so with 4 + 6 + 4 = 14). His name means
"beloved." It is a remarkable fact that precisely on the 14th of February, this day was once
chosen as Valentine's or Friends' Day. This is part of love or falling in love. The month of
February still has 2 x 14 days, of which the 14th is the middle.
The MESSAGE and ANALOGY in conjunction with our hands and the number 14 is that with
hands is meant to give, to 'act' and to receive, to pray and to ask and therefore also to be
able to take, but everything in all proportion because in the middle is the measure.
In the past, the 14th rune, the LAF rune was referred to as love rune, and the contemporary
LAVENDER spice bears witness to attracting a loved one. Our 14th letter N even contains
the "love rune" twice. Furthermore, this [Hebrew] letter

Nun



symbolizes 12 hours in the middle of the day [Noontime].

Because then the great light [the Sun] has reached its highest point and the SUN shines
perpendicularly downwards in the summer. Noon time! The first four chapters of the Hebrew
Bible have exactly 28 numerals [that gives the ratio 1: 4] because 4-28 relates to 1-4 with the
total 162 - [if you add these 28 Biblical numerals together] and the number 162 points to the
golden section (100: 62), while on 21-6, when the official summer begins, it has the same
composition here: 21-6 = 162

===============================================================

To be informed.
-From practical experience-

In Dutch we literally say: "polshoogte nemen". The wrists belong to the hands. Disorders of
the wrists mean problems with the lower organs. Lower your hands along your body and
compare this height with the corresponding organs located there. The wrists often show the
state of the intestines and genitals.
When the fingers are flexible, the face is usually also expressive. The fingertips usually point
to the flexibility of thinking. We can read a lot about the position of the fingers. The middle
finger is the central finger and also the finger that takes you away from the base area. The
index finger is the ambition and the success that you have received from your parents. The
ring finger, for example, belongs to a young 'eternal' youth.
When the middle finger bends towards the ring finger, you support your youthfulness in
yourself or someone is younger than you. When the index finger tilts to the middle finger,
then your parents lean against you, as it were, and more structure is expected from you,
either by one of your parents or by society.
"Because the feet (legs) are the outer basis of life and on the feet themselves they are the
joints. - If the body is damaged by its arm, skin or any part of the body, the body can still
stand up and make its movements and seek help. But if he has a lot of damage to one or the
other foot, especially the one or the other foot joint, then he is inhibited by his whole body,
collapses and can no longer continue nor seek help. And it is precisely for this reason
that the feet are built much stronger in every person than all other parts of his body. "
[Saturn, chap. 51:10 - Jakob Lorber]
"The arms and hands cannot be called very large; they have, just like the feet, extraordinarily
pronounced muscles and highly protruding elbows. The flat hand and fingers in particular
deserve attention. The flat hand has an extraordinarily pronounced thumb muscle that ends
in a wide, short but extremely strong thumb. The fingers are almost the same length and also
equally strong. Only the little finger is a little shorter. However, the three middle fingers
deviate very little from the straight line. - This is how the hand looks. [Natural Sun-45: 9]
Isa. 49:16: See, I have engraved you on the palms of my hands; your walls are ever before
me.

============================================================== =

The Birth name.
The name we were given at birth, applies to an earthly life. Parents are, as it were, guided
from a spiritual side to give the child such a name. But when the man has laid down his body
here on Earth, he will receive a different and lasting name in the spiritual kingdom of God. To

Leopold Catily, a pharmacist in Graz [1859] was given a message, received through Jacob
Lorberer: Someday you’ll receive a different name from me!”

=====================================

======================

The Being God.
"I am the all-alone, eternal God in My triune nature as theFather from My Divine, as
the Son from My complete Humanity and as Spirit of all life, work and recognition. I
am the Love and Wisdom Self from eternity. Everything that is everywhere is Mine,
and whoever has something has it from Me! "GH1-2.
===========================================================

Return of the ‘Lost Son’.
To save this lost angel spirit Lucifer, God created the universe [yes, countless universes]
consisting of material substances. The Luciferic sparks of life gradually dissolved from the
matter are gradually being led, so step by step - through the Kingdom of minerals, plants and
animals to the existence of a full human being. And thus also the field of redemption of
Divine Love and compassion.
===========================================================

Again the location of Nazareth and Capernaum
2000 years ago Jesus walked with his disciples in Palestine and stayed in particular in
Galilee and visited different places and cities. The real Nazareth was above the Jordan, a
little north of the Sea of Galilee. He [Jesus] visited the Markus Hill above Markus Bay and the
white sea and the mountain of glorification [Arbel].
Markus Hill was the only possibility, there is no other hill between Markus Bay and the white
lake!!! The Markus hill and the mountain Arbel [mountain of glorification] are mentioned
separately by Jesus; further, the trading village in the narrow bay and to the village of W.
Hamman-Magdala, from where Peter brought bread while the eating Genezareth; and the
great bay of Kis, where the rock stood and still stands, and also Sibarah, Capernaum, and
Nazareth on the upper Jordan. He has also visited many other cities and places, as well as
Chorazin, which was cursed and where the ruins are still visible [this was rebuilt in 600 AD
and the settlement of Chorazin is now about 100 meters higher. The idol temple is still halfvisible through the excavations.

Nazareth, in the upper reaches of the Jordan! '- That's what it's called specifically. So it
was close to the Jordan River. If we first look at the word Jordan, we divide it into two words:
JOR and DAN. The river flows down. "Jarden" = 10-200-4-50. [Joreh Dan: = decreasing
[descending].
The people who walk in darkness will see a great light; those who live in the land of the
shadow of death will shine a light on them. (Isaiah 9: 1) - In Matthew 4:13 and further) the
prophecy of Isaiah 9: 1 is being fulfilled. We see in the coming of Jesus in Capernaum, which
was also situated north on the sea of Tiberias, in the border of Zebulon and Naphthali; that
what might be fulfilled was spoken by Isaiah the prophet, saying: The land of Zebulun and
the land of Naphtali, by the way of the sea over the Jordan; the people that sat in darkness
have seen a great light; and those who sat in the land and the shadow of death, a light has
risen for them. "Now, Jesus lived there!
The exact location of Capernaum, the Jakob Lorber tells us through the Lord: "From the
shore of the lake all the way to" Nazareth, there were 20 unpaved field roads.” An
unpaved road was exactly 605 meters according to the Jewish scale calculation [based on
the Roman calculations]. So 20 x 605 is approximately 12 kilometers away. The distance
from Capernaum to ancient Nazareth was therefore two hours on foot. Other places such as
Had Nes, Karkom, Almagor, are not even eligible. Korazin lay in a straight line from the bay
of the Galilean sea. Sibarah was the general landing site for Capernaum and Nazareth.
Why this calculation? At a text in Lorber, in the eleventh part of the Gospel of John [here the
announcement by Leopold Engel!]: "That was reckoned with the non-European measure!
To reach that place we had to make a detour because I did not intend to go past Jerusalem,
but wanted to arrive unseen at the home of Lazarus, who according to the Jewish
measure was fifteen country roads away from it. However, Bethany was not at the site of
the present-day village of El Asia (* El Asia or Eizariya, but even more to the East, so that
we arrived there not from the west side of the Mount of Olives, but from the east side.
(GGJ.11_033, 02] [These days it is believed that Bethania used to be here; in the 4th century
it was called Lazarion)
The distance of fifteen field roads was measured from the forecourt of the temple, where a
pillar was erected as a Roman landmark (central marker) just as you still find such marker
stones in smaller villages today. One walked the distance of fifteen field roads in an hour and
a half until Bethany was reached from the point just mentioned. [GGJ.11_033.03]
With that, an archaeologist on the spot can now determine a little more precisely
where the real Bethany must have stood. But apart from a desolate area, apart from
stones and shrubs, he will no longer find anything of the place where I did the last and
for the Jews unmistakably greatest work. [GGJ.11_033.04]
And so we continued our journey unhindered and reached the city of Nazareth in a short
time.
We must not forget that today's Sibarah landing place [beyond a bridge] is now 1 hour away
from the lake. From there, it is another 45 minutes to Capernaum and from that "landing
place another two hours to the real Nazareth.

Why should Nazareth be mentioned twice in this statement and not Capernaum, of
which we know that the [real Capernaum] was only 30-45 minutes from the landing
site? Sibarah must have been the landing place for Capernaum and Nazareth. It was only
30-45 minutes from Sibarah to Capernaum. And from Caperna to Nazareth it was about 2
hours. Moreover, the Galilee lake continued for about 5 kilometers in the flat land, where it
went up. We must take all these things into account.
Jesus sent the high priest Roban from Nazareth to Sychar to Joram and Jairuth and says: "I
have sent Roban to the priest in Sychar, he will take the road via CAPERNAUM-SIBARAKIS-KANA IN THE VALLEY and he will be in two days be back again. "
Jesus would never have indicated this route if Nazareth would have been close to Corazim!!!
If that had been the case, then Roban would only have to go straight to the south!
Then Jesus Himself says: "Nazareth was in a HIGH VALLEY because it is already quite cool
there in the evening ..." But Corazim is quite high on a mountain, there is no high valley ...
The "real" Nazareth is really in a high valley, I [Gerard] saw that myself, together with a friend
[Helmut]. And down (to the east) of the Jordan and then another hill, and to the west a large
hill
.Attached is a link [Video] http://www.israelandyou.com/metzad-ateret/ and you can take a
look at the area where Nazareth once stood. There are still some basic stones from the time
of Jesus in the built-up monastery. Nowadays [since a few years] it is used as a landfill!

As previously described in the Bulletin, NAZARETH has a connection with the word: MeZet
ATER at (the current ruins site) which also contains the old word "NAZARET" hidden.
There is a great coherence and an agreement [match!] - Metzad Ateret, from Qasr Atara
borders the Jacobs Bridge (Gesher Bnot Yaakov) in the Jordan Valley.

==================================

============

A human with six fingers!
The Bible once mentions a man with six fingers in 2 Samuel 21:20!

================================================================

Washing hands.
In Biblical history, it was of great importance that people wash their hands before eating. If a
traveler went to eat at an inn without washing his hands, he was served pork. Because then
he was considered a pagan. When the guest was told at the checkout of the innkeeper that
he had just eaten pork, his hair stands on end and he was very shocked: "Did you feed me
pork?! To which the landlord accused him. Because the person who did wash his hands was
treated like a Jew and he got kosher meat.

================================================================

The danger of the path of pure wisdom
and the blessing of love..
However, you will not (otherwise) pray to God, who is only holy, holy, holy, but only in the
Love of the Father because all people are such an abomination to God, but to the 'Father'
they are 'children' . God's holiness is inviolable; but the Love of the Father descends to the
children. In the wrath of God, all things come into eternal destruction; but the grace and
mercy of the Father never even destroys a dream. Everything must die from God; but then
the life of the Father comes over the dead.

He who seeks God will lose Him, his life will die; for God does not allow Himself to stir; and
he who desires Him out of human wisdom is an offensive, horrible fool to Him and that
inevitably results in the seeker's death; for with that wisdom he tempts God; no created
being, with whatever sense, can touch this and save his life. For God is an eternal, the purest
and also the most infinite fierce fire that never goes out and where the "Father" does not
want to soften it, it would soon destroy everything forever. That is why everyone should fear
God in everything, and love the Father above all; for the Father is the most complete
opposite of God.
And yet God was not God without the Father, who is the eternal love in God, and the Father
was the Father without God. However, just as the Father is all life in God; so also God is all
power and might in the Father. Without the Father, God would be inexpressible to Himself,
for all the words in Him is the Father; but the Father would never be a Father without God;
and therefore God and Father are one! So whoever touches the Father with love also
touches God; but he who despises the Father and only wants to hit the Deity with his wisdom
will not see the Father. But the Deity of fire will seize him, and tear him to pieces, and destroy
him to infinity so that he will never find himself again; and then it will not be easy for the
Father from all eternity to reassemble him [his scattered soul parts] and then reform him
again.
But just as the Father is, so is God; but the Father only reveals himself to the children; God
cannot reveal Himself except only through the Father; and here, as now, the Father reveals
Himself to the Deity. So whoever hears, sees and loves Me, hears, sees and loves God; and
whoever is received by the Father will also be received by God. If a person deems it
unworthy not to accept the Father, he will only fall into the hands of the judgmental and
destructive Deity, and there will be no compassion, nor any love and mercy! Therefore fear
the Deity! Because it is terrible to fall into Her hands! Love the Father!
Hold on to His love, and always be touched and guided by the love of the Father, so that you
will never taste death forever, except the separation of the body, which is a curse and
protects the Deity, but through the protective love from the Father. You receive the curse
from the hand of God; but from the Father's hand, on the other hand, the blessing of love and
all life from it; therefore hold on to eternal love; then you will exist in love; but where you hold
to wisdom, you will perish and you will be lost to nothing and forever by the Spirit of Deity.
[Source: "Garden of Life" volume 1 - received by Jakob Lorber]
Bible texts that apply here: Deuteronomy 4:24: For the LORD your God is a consuming fire, a
zealous God. - Deuteronomy 9: 3: This is how you will know today that the LORD your God
is the One who passes through before you, a consuming fire: He will destroy them and He
will throw them down before you; and you shall drive them out of the possession, and you
shall quickly destroy them, as the LORD had spoken unto you. - Hebrews 12:29: For our God
is a consuming fire.
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